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Memory Analysis - What is it?

Trying to make sense of memory.
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What is a profile?

● A profile is the template that allows us to know where each field member begins and ends in memory.
● The compiler will normally plan how to lay each struct member in memory and generate code that access 

this struct:

task_
struct

rdi

pid_
link pid

rdi + 1120 + 0*24 + 16 =
rdi + 0x460 + 0x10 =
rdi + 0x470

pid_
link PIDTYPE_PID=0

pids
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Take away:

● Compiler generates code that uses the planned struct layout.
● The struct layout is not actually written explicitly anywhere in the 

binary code.
● The compiler can write down struct layout in debugging 

information (e.g. DWARF).
● It is possible to guess how the compiler will lay out the struct 

after a bit of experience.
● It is difficult to go from assembly code to profile because 

sometimes assembly code is the result of several offsets 
combined.

● Every kernel version may have a different profile with different 
values!
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Sources of struct variability

Two orthogonal sources of variability

1. Kernel versions
2. kernel configuration.

Number of potential unique profiles -> huge!

Version

K
C

on
fig

3.13.0-71 3.16.0-26 4.2.0

Released versions (subset 
of git commits)

Users may customize their kernel 
(hundreds of config parameters)
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Current state of the art - Step 1

Compile test module with debug information generated - stored in zip file.
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Current state of the art - Step 2

Compile test module with debug information generated.

Parse DWARF data into json.

Use profile for live analysis
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This is annoying for Incident Response/Live analysis

● Before we can respond and analyze memory we need to:
○ Find the kernel headers package.
○ If the user modified the kernel we actually need the 

full sources so that autoconf.h can be generated.
○ We need to build the debug module on a similar 

system (or the same system we want to analyze if 
we can't find a similar clean system).
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There has to be a better way!

● Current technique is not scalable and not automated.
● There is a high probability that it will not work:

○ Kernel header package is not available.
○ Kernel was custom compiled.

● Compilers are often not installed or available on the 
system we want to respond to!

○ Not forensically sound to install compilers, kernel 
headers and start many processes on compromised 
systems.

○ Typically we want to avoid changing the system 
under investigation.
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Current state of the art - Rekall

● Rekall has an extensive profile repository for every 
released Linux kernel by distributions.

○ An automated pipeline installing kernel headers 
from distributions, and compiling Rekall profiles 
from DWARF symbols.

● This means that for standard Linux versions, Rekall has it 
covered already!

○ Rekall uses the /proc/kallsyms file to automatically 
identify the correct profile from a profile index.

Fully automated profile 
detection - no need to specify 
the profile explicitly.



Jordi Sanchez
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What if the user rebuilds the kernel?

● Linux kernel is highly configurable.
● There is a fancy configuration system.
● Selecting different options results in 

setting various #define macros.
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Struct layout depends on configuration!

C Code
Version

K
C

on
fig

3.13.0-71 3.16.0-26 4.2.0

We need a profile 
somewhere here on 
the Kconfig vector.
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Can we guess the struct layout from C code?

● Common wisdom is that it is not reliable to do this.
● This is not exactly true:

○ The compiler must produce a consistent memory layout scheme in order to enable cross 
module linking. There is a platform Application Binary Interface (ABI) that specifies how 
structs should be laid out in memory.

● Unfortunately the ABI is not very detailed on a number of corner cases (e.g. bit fields).
● Some compiler directives override the ABI:

○ Compilers can do whatever they want if the user overrides the ABI.
○ Example __attribute__(packed), __attribute__(aligned)

● We need to do experimentation to deduce the layout strategy and the interaction of different 
directives.

● In reality layout is pretty stable and predictable because otherwise you can't link shared objects 
built with different versions of gcc.
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How does the C compiler derive the layout?

● C code is pre-processed by the C pre-processor:
○ Expand macros.
○ Define macros (#define FOOBAR).
○ Conditionally include code based on macros 

(#ifdef).
○ Include other files (#include)

● Pure C code is fed to a C parser.
○ Generates the Abstract Syntax Tree.
○ Typedefs
○ Struct definitions
○ Generate Code (we don't need this).

● AST is fed to a layout engine
○ Calculate alignment requirements.
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How does the Layout Expert work?

● Emulate the compiler tool chain
○ Take shortcuts wherever we can:

■ We don't actually need to generate code so we 
can simply remove much of the source text.

■ Only keep as much as needed to influence the 
final profile layout calculation.

● We have 2 separate parsers:
○ C preprocessor parser (emulates GNU CPP).

■ Builds a preprocessor AST.
○ C struct parser

■ Only smart enough to understand structs and 
typedefs - throws away everything else.
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Layout Expert Overview

Two phases:

1. Preparation - prior to live analysis:
a. Build a Preprocessor AST for kernel 

version.
2. During live analysis:

a. Apply local system's Kconfig and System 
map to the Pre-AST.

b. Produce a working profile.
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Preparation - Pre AST

● Pre-AST contains all combinations of code (e.g. 
both #ifdef/#else branches).

● Macros are not evaluated in this phase 
(evaluation of macros requires the configuration 
file).

● The Pre-AST is trimmed as much as possible to 
reduce unnecessary text.

● Pre-AST is serialized into JSON for further 
consumption at runtime.

● Note that we must ignore autoconf include 
because it contains CONFIG_* macros.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1XKjvkDmlZU
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Apply local config file to Pre-AST

● Pre-AST file contains both branches of #ifdef.
● The config file decides which branch should be 

considered.
● Extract configuration options from Kconfig file.
● Evaluate all macros into a preprocessed (pure) C file.
● We only care about struct definitions, so we Trim the pure 

C file into type definitions.
● Parse each type definition to build a C - AST.
● Use the layout model visitor to calculate layout for all 

struct members.
● Write a Rekall profile.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhB7wwhZO34
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Profit! Use the new profile to analyze the 
live system.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i4haDVsPIfI
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Future work

● Automate the whole process:
○ Rekall can find the config file and System map from 

the live system by itself.
○ Rekall can apply these to the pre-AST file, and 

generate its own profile.
● Reduce the size of the pre-ast file:

○ By making some assumptions about kernel 
configuration we may be able to partially resolve the 
pre-ast (e.g. CPU architecture).

● The ability to calculate memory layout on the fly allows us 
to begin work on more applications:

○ Tune binaries at runtime without recompilation:
■ We can create the pmem acquisition module 

for live analysis.
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Questions?

Try it out:

$ pip install rekall-layout-expert

http://www.rekall-forensic.com/

http://www.rekall-forensic.com/
http://www.rekall-forensic.com/

